ITINERARY SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE:
INCENTIVE GROUP
PROPOSED TRAVEL DATES: September / October 2013

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE
DAY
01
02
03
04

LOCATION
ARRIVE - NAIROBI
AMBOSELI NATIONAL PARK
NAIROBI
NAIROBI - DEPART

NIGHT STOPS
NAIROBI SERENA HOTEL
AMBOSELI SERENA LODGE
NAIROBI SERENA HOTEL
CHECK OUT – 02h00 AM.

Destination Kenya, a convergence of cultures……………………………………..
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FULL ITINERARY AS PER QUOTATION
Day 01: Arrive - Nairobi
Upon arrival ex. your International flight at the Jomo Kenyatta Int’l Airport (NBO), you will
proceed to clear with immigration formalities, thereafter met by ABC representative just
outside the baggage area, which will introduce the driver guides and transfer to the
Nairobi Serena Hotel (pre-booked to guarantee rooms on arrival at 03:00 hours). Nairobi
City Tour or Optional Alternative Karen Blixen Museum and Giraffe Centre, Lunch at Karen
Blixen Tamambo Restaurant (optional drinks limit offered).
Welcome dinner at exotic Carnivore Restaurant with limited drinks (optional drinks limit
offered) and return transfers.
Overnight: Nairobi Serena Hotel BB
Day 02: Nairobi – Amboseli National Park
(246 km. / driving time: approx. 4 hours)
After breakfast; board your safari vehicles (choose either minibuses or land cruisers on
the cost sheet). Upon arrival, check in at a secluded area for the group – your luggage
taken to the rooms. Enjoy hot buffet lunch (let us know in case any special meal
requirements) (optional drinks limit offered). Late afternoon game viewing.
Gala-bush dinner with ethnic entertainment (with or without drinks included) and optional
sundowner (costs supplement on the cost sheet).
Overnight: Amboseli Serena Lodge LDBB
Day 03: Amboseli – Nairobi
You will enjoy an early morning game viewing, followed by visit to Maasai Village before
returning to the lodge for breakfast – mid-morning optional activities. Check out, early
lunch (optional drinks limit offered) and drive back to Nairobi arriving approx. 17:00
hours – check in at the Nairobi Serena Hotel. Dinner at the hotel without drinks (optional
drinks limit offered)
Overnight: Nairobi Serena Hotel BB
Day 04: Nairobi - Depart
Wakeup call at 01:45 hours, prepare to check out. Leave the hotel at 02:30 hours for the
airport for your outbound flight.
End of ABC Africa services
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS ONLY A PROPOSAL AND SPACE CONFIRMATION
WILL BE ADVISED ONCE WE RECEIVE BOOKING CONFIRMATION REQUEST FROM
YOU.
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ACCOMMODATION & LOCATION INFO
KENYA THE COUNTRY
Jambo - Karibuni (Hello - Welcome)
This friendly Swahili greeting will be your introduction to all the new friends and
acquaintances you make on safari in Kenya. As you plan for the safari ahead we suggest
you run through the information that follows so that you get the very most out of your
safari. Kenya is rightfully described as "All of Africa in One Country", and it is exactly that.
It is a fact that Kenya enjoys some of the world's greatest environmental diversity
resulting in unparalleled species and sub-species varieties.
The best wildlife viewing
Kenya is simply the best wildlife viewing destination in Africa. People from all over the
world are drawn here by its essence: the chance to immerse yourself in the spectacle of
the big game: the predators and the prey ritually entwined in a cycle of life and death.
Kenya straddles the Equator with geography ranging from snow capped Mt. Kenya, the
second highest mountain in Africa, to lush tropical rainforest and golden sands at sea
level. Kenya boasts every known landform and a wealth of animal and bird life which
owes its very existence to the contrasts in the country's terrain. You do not have to be an
ornithologist to enjoy its one thousand species of birds or a zoologist to be amazed by its
variety of animals - birds range from the beautiful to the bizarre and the wildlife from the
weird to the wonderful…
Cradle of Mankind
Kenya is a land of contrasts and extremes: a country with an extraordinary variety of
landscapes and locations, all of them striking in their own particular way. It has earned
the epithet 'the cradle of mankind' for the discovery of archaeological evidence of the
earliest origins of mankind - with the Leakey family's research centre in Koobi Fora still
making headline news with fossil finds today…
Vanishing Cultures
We are among the last generations to have the opportunity to experience the vanishing
cultures of East Africa. Kenya is the tribal home to 40 different ethnic groups, many still
living exactly as their ancestors did thousands of years ago. You can immerse yourself in
the ways and culture of some of Africa's proudest and most striking tribes. Hidden from
the traveling majority you pass quietly into the lives of the local people to experience a
personal understanding of the more remote tribes of Kenya. The life and livelihood of
these people are intricately and inextricably bound up with the land, the climate and the
often harsh conditions. They co-exist with the modern world, still adhering to the
customs and colourful ceremonies of their ancestors. You will hear many stories, witness
romantic and beautiful rituals - sometimes great photographic opportunities will arise and
at others photography will not be possible - you will be asked to respect the remote
cultures, superstitions and taboos and immerse yourself in the cultural experience.
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Tropical Islands
Kenya has 480 kilometres of Indian Ocean coastline and a coral fringe reef, which is home
to a colourful plethora of marine life. You can explore its balmy waters by dhow, yacht or
powerboat; dive, snorkel and swim in the clear azure waters over fabulous coral beds;
hunt for Marlin, Tuna and Sailfish or explore the mangrove swamps and creeks where the
cycle begins. The coast is home to a striking mix of people and cultures with beautiful
ancient architecture contrasting with the modern day bustle of the 21st century.
Climate
Temperatures and climate vary dramatically from region to region and even within a
single day… You should be prepared for hot, cold, wet and dry dusty conditions. In
general during the months of December - March, you can expect a temperature range of
70 - 100F degrees during the daytime and 50 - 70F degrees during the night. Humidity is
usually low. During the months of May - October, you can expect cooler temperatures,
especially at higher altitudes. Days may range from 60- 85F degrees while night-time
temperatures can get down to 40 - 50F degrees. More significant are the microclimates
created by Rift Valley altitude changes, and massive expanses of water such as Lake
Victoria or the Indian Ocean and the monsoon winds. On the Equator
November/December and April, May, June are the green seasons. These seasons are the
ones that naturalists find most interesting as this is when biodiversity flourishes and the
flora and fauna breeds. In our opinion there is never a 'best' or 'worst' time to come to
East Africa - however we take this extraordinary variety of micro-climates into
consideration when planning a safari: the route, the time of year and any special interests
which the season might affect.
Visa for Kenya
Visas for Kenya are very easily obtainable at your port of entry. It's probably the most
popular way of entering the country as overseas visa services can take so long - and they
often give conflicting advice ! With a single entry visa tourists can move freely from Kenya
into Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda and back again on a single, single entry visa. However
if you go to elsewhere at the end of your safari you will need a transit visa for Kenya on
your return. Single Entry tourist visas cost US$ 50, transit visa for max 24 hours US$ 30.
Payment must be in cash only, using new US$ style bills printed after year 2000.
NAIROBI
History: The Uganda railway, started in Mombasa in 1896, reached mile 327 three years
later. This was a treeless, swampy stretch of landscape with no human inhabitants but
thousands of wild animals. There was a small stream, which the Maasai called the Uaso
Nairobi - “place of cold water”. It became the railhead while the engineers prepared to
tackle the difficult ascent into the highlands. Thus the city developed without much initial
formal planning. In 1899 the first house was built for the chief Railway engineer, in 1901
the Railway club was formed, and by 1905 the Norfolk Hotel was under construction. The
most famous of the early pioneers was Baroness von Blixen, who attempted to grow
coffee on the outskirts of Nairobi, living there and running the estate from 1917 to 1931
while her husband was away on hunting safaris. Her story is immortalised by her book and later the film - “Out of Africa”. Karen’s house is today a museum in the outer suburb
called Karen after her. Today’s Ndege Road was her airstrip: “Ndege” is Kiswahili for both
“bird” and “aeroplane”. In 1929 Mrs Wilson, a 50-year old widow, flew to England from a
small airstrip by Nairobi. Soon afterwards Wilson Airways was born - and the same strip
is now the busy Wilson Airport.
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In the city itself the neo-classical McMillan Library, built in 1930, memorizes Sir Northrup
McMillan, who settled in Kenya in 1905 and later became a prominent figure in the city.
Mzee Jomo Kenyatta “father of the nation” served as the country's first President when
Kenya regained independence from the British in 1963. His mausoleum, unveiled in 1978,
includes a fine statue of the historically significant Kenyan.
Today: Nairobi is a bustling and cosmopolitan city with numerous attractions. Behind the
All Saints’ Cathedral, the open green swathe known as Uhuru (Freedom) Park overlooks
the city, while colourful flowering trees and shrubs line many of the roads and highways.
Nairobi National Museum, recently renovated, offers a wealth of treasures from prehistoric to relatively recent. Next door the well-stocked Snake and Reptile Park is also
fascinating - and both are only ten minutes from the City Centre. Twenty minutes away is
the Giraffe Centre, a sanctuary for the endangered Rothschild Giraffe, where you can feed
these gentle creatures from a raised feeding platform, feel the brush of their tongues on
your palm and study their long eyelashes. In the neighbourhood the David Sheldrick
Wildlife Trust raises orphaned animals, mainly baby elephants - before rehabilitating them
into the wild in Tsavo East National Park where the late David Sheldrick was warden. The
sight of these vulnerable little elephants having their mud baths and going out to feed in
the loving and watchful care of their individual keepers is extremely moving.
Nairobi’s most unique attraction is the Nairobi National Park: nowhere else in the world
does a wildlife sanctuary exist so close to a major city. One boundary of the park
(fenced!) is only 6.4 km (4 miles) from the city centre! The area of the park is only 64 sq
km (40 sq miles), although the side bordered by the Mbagathi River always remained
unfenced to allow the animals to continue their natural migration patterns onto the
adjoining Kitengela plains. However a rapidly increasing population and development of
the area is beginning to cause problems, while the debate of fencing the park entirely
becomes increasingly controversial. Small as it is the park boasts a diversity of habitats each with their own animal and bird species: from highland forest, to riverine forest, deep
valleys and gorges, broken bush country and open plains. It is possible to see Lion and
Leopard in the park, as well as more commonly Giraffe, Buffalo and plains game. Black
Rhino were also successfully re-introduced. More species of birds have been recorded
here than in the entire British Isles.
Nairobi also has Museums and other places of historic interest, including the Railway
Museum, the Karen Blixen Museum and a fascinating mix of old churches and buildings
dating back to the Colonial era. There are also modern shopping malls, craft markets,
cinemas, theatres, cultural centres and nightclubs, as well as horse racing, a polo ground,
golf courses and motorbike racing amongst numerous other activities. Nairobi is home to
many Kenyans from all walks of life, as well as expatriates, and is a buzzing, fascinating
and lively place.
Fact-file:
♦
Altitude 1,670m (5,478 ft)
♦
140km (87 miles) south of the Equator
♦
494km (306 miles) from the port of Mombasa
♦
3rd largest City in Africa
♦
Mean average temperature: 17C (60 F)
♦
Kenya’s designated capital in 1905, Accorded City status in 1950
♦
Location of House of Parliament & State House
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Jomo Kenyatta International Airport (20 minutes drive from town centre)
Wilson Airport (domestic schedule & charter)
Excellent range of hotels (chain, boutique & guesthouse)
All major banks, foreign exchange institutions
3 international standard golf courses: Muthaiga, Karen & Windsor
Cinemas, nightclubs, restaurants & bars
Race Course, Polo Ground & National Show Ground (Ngong Road)
All major Embassies & Consuls located here
3 main hospitals (internationally recognised by medical insurance companies)

AMBOSELI NATIONAL PARK
History: Amboseli comes from the word Empusel, meaning “open plain” in the language
of the local Maasai people. The origins of these nomadic peoples are shrouded in mystery,
but it is thought that their ancestors and those of their Samburu cousins came from

modern day Sudan migrating south along the Nile Valley, arriving in northern Kenya about
mid-fifteenth century. Kilimanjaro dominates the area, its peaks in neighboring Tanzania.
Africa’s highest mountain would have been in Kenya had it not been for Queen Victoria’s
giving it as a wedding gift to the German Kaiser!
Today: This wildlife reserve on Kenya’s southern boundary provides possibly the most
varied and enduring images of East Africa with its vast open plains, yellow-barked Acacia
woodland, rocky lava-strewn thorn-bush country, swamps and marshes, and dry lakebed.
Further west of the Reserve lies Namanga, the border town into Tanzania. Above
Namanga, Oldoinyo Orok rises to over 2,760m (8,300 feet), its rocky heights still largely
zoologically unexplored.
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The snows of Kilimanjaro, white and crystalline, form a majestic backdrop to one of
Kenya's most spectacular displays of wildlife, thus creating Kenya's most sought after
photographers’ paradise. Usually the whole mountain basks in the morning sun, or
evening light, other times its snowcap hovers above the clouds. Sometimes it vanishes
completely under a mantle of thick cloud. The heart of the park is fed by subterranean
streams flowing down from Kilimanjaro’s glaciers. These create swamps, which form
permanent watering places for the wildlife through times of drought. They are frequented
by Elephant, Hippo and plains’ game.
During the dry seasons a curious feature is the shimmering heat above the lakebed,
where false mirages of populated horizons - punctuated by real herds of Zebra and
Wildebeest, hover in front of visitors. The lakebed is subject to sporadic floods and
noxious salts in the gravel bed are dissolved to serve as a deadly poison for what is left of
the local forest. Very few of the fine acacias, once a feature of this region, remain.
Meanwhile Maasai cattle are destroying the delicate but precious grassland. To sustain
this fragile environment the National Reserve requests that vehicles stick to roads and
tracks. The Park's best game drives are around the swamps and there is a fine lookout on
Observation Hill, which offers views over Amboseli and beyond.
Wildlife and birds: A principal attraction of Amboseli is its vast herds of Elephant renowned for having the heaviest ivory in Kenya. Lion, Elephant, Leopard, Cheetah, Buf
falo and Maasai Giraffe may all be seen on a morning’s drive, as well as hosts of plains'

game, including Common Zebra, Eland, Coke’s Hartebeest, White-bearded Gnu, Common
Waterbuck, Thompson’s and Grant’s Gazelles and Impala. Smaller mammals include
Black-faced Vervet Monkey, Yellow Baboon, Black-backed Jackals, Spotted Hyena and
Bat-eared Foxes. Caracal and Serval cats are sometimes seen.
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Birdwatchers can spot 3 species of Sand grouse, 47 different birds of prey, the very local
Taveta Golden Weaver and flocks of common but eye-catching superb starlings, amongst
many other species. Birds of prey include the rare Taita Falcon and Southern Banded
Harrier Eagle.
Elephant Research in Amboseli: the Amboseli Elephant Research Project in represents the
longest and most detailed study of elephants in the world. The future of wildlife and
National Parks in Kenya hangs in the balance, and for many people elephants, their
survival or their demise, symbolize the play of opposing forces. In a nation where the
needs of people come into conflict with those of elephants on a daily basis the research is
used to collectively understand the
challenges and the opportunities that
elephants and wildlife in general
represent.
The Amboseli Trust for Elephants
aims to ensure the long-term
conservation and welfare of Africa’s
elephants in the context of human
needs
and
pressures
through
scientific
research,
training,
community outreach and public
awareness.
Run
by
veteran
conservationist
and
fundraiser,
Cynthia Moss the Trust runs a
permanent research project inside
the National Reserve. Lectures by Cynthia Moss’s research team can be arranged during
a visit to Amboseli and give a fascinating insight into the communication, hierarchical
structure and relationship with these magnificent inhabitants of Amboseli Reserve.
Fact file:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Altitude 3,900 (4,500 ft)
Area: 3,810 square km (1,259 sq miles)
240 km (149 miles) from Nairobi
Opened as a National Park April 1948
Gazetted as a National Reserve in 2005
Airstrip
International bio-sphere reserve
Close-up views of Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest mountain at 5,894m (19,340ft)
Contemporary Maasai culture
Excellent elephant watching
Talks by Cynthia Moss’s elephant research team on request
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ACCOMMODATION INFORMATION
NAIROBI SERENA HOTEL
Justly
famed
for
its
exceptional
standards
of
efficiency, service and fivestar hospitality, the elegantly
sophisticated Nairobi Serena is
a member of the Leading
Hotels of the World group and
is consistently voted ‘Best
Hotel in Nairobi' by airlines
and
international
travel
magazines alike. Despite its
pivotal central location, the
Serena remains true to its title
and offers an oasis of serenity
amidst the bustle of one of
Africa's most vibrant capital
cities.
The interior décor reflects an entirely pan-African theme featuring art and inspiration from
Ethiopia, the Maghreb, West Africa and East Africa. Offering a range of dining
experiences, the hotel is renowned for its ‘Mandhari' fine-dining restaurant, which is rated
as one of the Kenya's finest. The Nairobi Serena also offers a world-class Conference
Centre and the exclusive ‘Maisha' Health Club and Spa.
Nairobi's undisputed business venue of choice - both for visiting executives and for
regional corporate event planners, the Nairobi Serena offers an unrivalled choice of
executive suites, global connectivity, business support, conference-planning proficiency,
product launch expertise and high-profile international corporate events venues.
The Nairobi Serena Hotel is located in central Nairobi overlooking Central Park and five
minutes’ walk from the Central Business District. The hotel is 30minutes drive from Jomo
Kenyatta International airport.
Fact file:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

183 rooms - (wide selection of rooms and suites)
all with AC, satellite TV, WiFi and voice-mail
Extensive gardens and grounds.
International restaurant and coffee shop
Pool bar and poolside brasserie
Mandhari fine dining restaurant
Ethiopian-styled Aksum Bar
Luxury heated swimming pool
‘Maisha' Spa and Health Club
Dedicated world-class event and conference centre
Business Centre, travel desk, taxi and limousine service
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♦
♦
♦
♦

Wedding planning service
Unisex hair salon
Gift Shop, news-stand and travel requisites kiosk
Baby-sitting, family rooms, children's dining/menus

AMBOSELI SERENA SAFARI LODGE
Set against the magnificent backdrop
of Africa's highest mountain, the
glittering Mount Kilimanjaro, Amboseli
Serena Safari
Lodge enjoys a
uniquely privileged position at the
heart of this world-famous national
park.
Secluded within a grove of acacia
trees, the lodge looks out over the
golden
savannah
plains,
with
uninterrupted views of the mountain
itself. Close by are a series of
emerald green swamps, which are fed
by the melting snows of Kilimanjaro.
These, the only sources of water in this otherwise starkly beautiful but arid park, attract
huge numbers of wallowing elephants, hippos, buffalos and plains game. Meanwhile, from
the prehistoric site of Observation Hill, the sunset over Kilimanjaro is magnificent.
At the centre of ‘Maasailand', the
lodge's décor reflects the brilliant
primary colours and iconic shapes
representative of these legendary
warriors. At the heart of the lodge,
shaded by palm trees, is a free-form
swimming pool; to either side of which
stretch the rooms. Each room is
housed in a single storey building
opening directly on to the grounds,
each reflecting a Maasai manyatta
theme: each with its own hand-painted
wall frescos.
The central dining area is reached by a
timbered bridge over a melt-water
stream, while the lounge and bar
feature a broad terrace and a blazing
fire-pit where evening cocktails can be enjoyed. Activities include daily game drives in
custom-built traditional safari vehicles, ‘sundowners' on Observation Hill, bush breakfasts,
bush dinners, Maasai dance performances, visits to Maasai villages and tree-planting
programmes.
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Fact file:
♦
92 rooms (inclusive of family rooms and suites: all non-smoking)
♦
Central dining room, internal and external bar
♦
Free form swimming pool and sundeck
♦
Gift shop and business centre, conference centre
♦
Watch the sun go down over Mount Kilimanjaro
♦
African theme nights
♦
Spacious interior bar with exterior terrace
♦
Separate exterior campfire bar
♦
Satellite TV (in communal areas only), Wi-Fi
♦
24-hour on-call medical services
♦
Special dietary needs catered for with advance notification
♦
‘Plant a tree for Africa' eco-program
Activities:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

2 game drives daily with dedicated wilderness guides
Guided nature walks or bird-watching walks
Dinner in the bush, breakfast on the plains
Visit to Maasai communities, opportunities to buy Maasai handicrafts
Maasai dance performances in dedicated exterior bush BBQ area.
Massages, facials, pedicures, manicures
Board games and library of Africana books

TRANSPORTATION
In Nairobi airport/hotel/airport transfers will be done in similar vehicles as below. Day two
and three on safari, you will use either of the below similar vehicles
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LOCATION – KENYA & IT’S BORDERS
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KENYA’S FAMOUS PARKS AND RESERVES
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WEATHER CHART FOR KENYA
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